
                       
 

Five	People	Gas	Poisoning	on	Ship	MV	
Sumiei	
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Suaraborneo.com - Last night at 20:05 pm, Saturday (25/4) there has 
been a case of gas poisoning accident on one of MV Sumiei ship from 
Pelaihari Tanah Laut area to Jambi area. The vessel contains the transport of 
Palm / Kernil to be brought to Jambi area. 
 
The vessel contains the transport of Palm / Kernil with a tonnage weight of 
600 tons. The incident started when the Master opened the gate of the hatch 
and it turns out the victims immediately perform activities of loading and 
unloading activities immediately on the spot. 
 
Whereas previously been appealed by the Master ship MV Sumiei so as not to 
direct to perform these activities during the period of 3 hours and has 
repeatedly given warning not to carry out activities. 
 
But the victims ignored the appeal and went downstairs to do their work, 
either to get it over or whatever the victims did not notice this warning. 
So the victims quickly went down the hatch and it was not long before the 
victims immediately suffered from gas and gas poisoning due to inhalation of 
the poisonous gas. 



 
 
Initially only two people first down the hatch and not intermittently long 
followed by both colleagues again to go down, and apparently not long ago 
the four people immediately experience weakness. 
 
And for the fifth victim comes from the Port Health Team who heard the 
news of the incident with a spontaneous he immediately came down to help 
and evacuate the victims, was also experiencing ill-fated also due to 
inhalation of the poisonous gas. 
 
As for the five victims are Madi (55) as Mandor, Jani (48), David (30), 
Syarani (40) and one from the Port Health Team named Dr Wahyu also 
experience this disaster. 
 
After knowing that there has been this disaster, the five victims were 
immediately rushed to the TPT hospital in order to get help from the Medical 
Team there.  
 
Of the five victims there was one of the victims who died named Madi (55) 
and he is also a member of PMK Serkal Banjarmasin, while for the other four 
victims are still in the handling of the hospital. 
 
The captain of the MV Sumiei ship named Hernav Yuno Andreas confirmed 
this information at the time of confirmation that there had been a work 
accident on our ship tonight, we had warned not to first unload the ship for 3 
hours, in order to avoid the incident this, ... .Like. (Ad / Gt.Ir-Bjm) 
 
      

         


